In 2020
Amnesty International Thailand

“What have we been through together?”

Goals we hope to achieve
To amend the laws that limit FOE
rights defenders (HRDs),
> Human
>
and FOA and drop charge against
activists and civilians have more space
to exercise their rights on freedom
of expression (FOE) and freedom
of assembly (FOA)

make enforced disappearance (ED)
> Toa crime
under Thai national law, in line

with international human rights standards

HRDs and activists

> We hope to get more members
>

has a positive
> Amnesty
reputation and becomes

and donors to help support our
more well known. Our efforts
human rights work
to communicate about our
Amnesty’s members and supporters
work lead to human rights change.
become more engaged with our campaigns
Our well-being approach
is maintained from 2019
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learned and recommendations for
future programme

become more effective
and transparent
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470

is the number of
protests recorded
by Mob Data

200++
14,157
17 5,489
is the number of human rights violations
during protests recorded by Mob Data

is the number of embassies
Amnesty has visited within
a period of two weeks in
November 2020 regarding
freedom of assembly and
human rights situation in Thailand

1,000

is the number of signatures
received for Wanchalerm’s
disappearance

is the number of wristbands distributed
through Children in Protest project,
which we had taken part in since
November 17, 2020 until the end of the year
for a total of 9 times.

is the number of books (Protest for Tomorrow)
printed to be distributed to activists

20

is the percentage
of membership
increase in 2020

135,741.70 baht

is the amount of income
raised through merchandise sale

16

the number of
members who
became Write f
or Rights leaders

1,003,244.68 baht
is the amount of donation
raised through fundraising

Our Media
& Online Performance
16,120,204

1,107,494

is the Impression rate on
Amnesty’s Facebook and Twitter
(40.3% increase)

is the Engagement rate on our Facebook posts (32% increase)

76,976

is the number of clicks on our links (159% increase)

210,350,043 baht

is our PR Value in print media (If we had to pay to reach
this amount of PR Value, it would cost 687,494,430 baht)

343,255,000 บาท
is our PR Value in online media

In 2020, AITH pushed the case Wanchalerm Urgent Action, consequently
the issues of anti-torture and ED are being raised widely by young people
and people outside Thailand. AITH has gained more support and was able
to get the government’s attention to contribute in the process of passing
anti-torture bill.

AITH is being recognized in Thailand as the key actor to promote international
standards on FOA. The dialogue and concern on human rights violation on
FOE and FOA were raised to key authorities through advocacy, campaign
and engaging with international governments and related stakeholders.

Joining Forces
With partnership to iLaw, Amnesty has launched a project called Mob Data,
which trains volunteers on how to observe protests, trains using
international standards during protests, records events especially with
the human rights violation on the site and digests information in order
to create further advocacy and campaign.

Children’s Voices,
Children’s Rights
AITH is the key actor to set up coalition

“Children in Protest”

and raises issues of protection of children
and young people in protests and advocate
their rights to FOA. At least 5,000 children
and young people have access to useful information
on protection and prevention of risk from FOA.

Protest for tomorrow,
Campaign Tools
AITH’s activists are equipped to take action to promote their movement
through capacity building and support from AITH. AITH provides guidelines
and trainings on tools, knowledge protection mechanism, training and resources.
AITH also follows up closely with activists, promotes their case to show
international solidarity, and acts as mentor to provide consultation
and assistance to them.

6

is the number
of Amnesty’s
activists groups

8

20

20

is the number of human rights
education classrooms,
both formally
and informally

is the number of capacity
building activities
we provided to
activists
is the number of Seed Funds for formal and informal
human rights education classrooms, 8 of which
are dedicated to Covid-19 situation

Covid-19 & Human Rights is the name of Amnesty’s online course

Growth &
Mobilization
> Our E-Commerce shop has been fully developed
> We have launched our Telegram
and Official Line Account
> At least 400 members were engaged in our activities both
online and offline, which accounts for 50% of all our members

Communications
> Social Media statistics
had exceeded its goal.

> The negative news
in this year still came
from the same group
of agencies. However,
due to the increase
in positive news,
the negatives news
starts to decrease
in the overall view.
> There are many
new working partners
including The Topics,
The Reports, and many
other new media agencies.

> The fact that Amnesty
is working on freedom
of assembly, freedom of
expression, and forced
disappearance per
the Enforced
disappearance and
torture act, has
become widely
acknowledged.
> The most presented
news by the media is
the statements on
protest and the
Wanchalerm case.

Media & Communications
News Clipping

The media continued to convey Amnesty news, from the statements
that we sent, articles or summaries of discussion forums that we write,
or even requesting an exclusive interview on various issues related to
the work we do, including putting our stance or claim in the columnist's
personal article.

This year, the positive news remained more than the negative news.
Media presenting negative news is limited

Podcast

We started a podcast called "Left ซ้าย Rights สิทธิ" with the concept of
a "Podcast that invites you to talk about human rights close to you,
simple to understand, no need to climb the ladder to listen.
Whether Left or Right, we are all equal. More the talk, more the fun.
The more you listen, even more the fun. With John Winyu and a variety of guests ”.
In 2020, 7 episodes have been
published, with one more episode
in 2021. This time we worked with
The Topics team by publishing on
YouTube, Facebook, and Spotify
which already has a certain fan base.

Well-being of
Amnesty’s Team

> Survey results show that staff are satisfied with Well-being project
> Additional support during Covid-19 has lowered the stress level
> No staff has left the organisation due to being “Burn out”
> Monitoring and evaluation system is in place and risk management policy

is being reviewed constantly according to the changing situation

